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STELLAR COLLISIONS
Keith Lemley
October 26 – December 22, 2019
OPENING: Saturday, October 26 from 6-8 pm
LMAKgallery 298 Grand Street New York, NY 10002
LMAKgallery is pleased to present Keith Lemley’s Stellar Collisions, his second solo
exhibition at the gallery. Delving into the infinite realm of space, it will be his first in
which he’ll present holographic laminated objects combined with neon forms.
Inspired by current scientific research concerning the oldest and farthest objects in
the universe, Lemley is concerned with the infinite and collisions of old and new that
form the basis of a search for knowledge. It begs us to imagine what is beyond what
we know or even understand, and Lemley offers us another space within a
recognizable plane of geometric forms.
Stellar Collisions is a series of carved wood and marble objects situated atop planar
bases covered in holographic foil. The carving of the wood and marble is an
improvisational response to the grain, veining, and shape of the raw material, to
reveal an underlying architecture that was already present and formed through deep
time. Paired with the planar holographic bases, the objects relate what we know
through a physical lived experience to what we can only attempt to grasp through
theory because of its boundless complexity. As both a generative process and
destructive force, the sculptural process reveals Lemley’s motivation to observe, and
study the universe through sculptural forms and constantly reach for the unknown.
Keith Lemley is a sculptor and installation artist who creates immersive
environments of objects and light. He received his MFA from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison in 2010. Lemley’s work has been shown extensively nationally
and internationally in solo exhibitions at venues including Mixed Greens (NYC);
UrbanGlass (NYC); The Sculpture Center (Cleveland, OH); 1708 Gallery (Richmond,
VA); The Soap Factory (Minneapolis, MN); the Urban Institute for Contemporary Art
(Grand Rapids, MI); Summerhall (Edinburgh, United Kingdom); Smith Center for the
Arts (Providence, RI); and Pittsburgh Center for the Arts (Pittsburgh, PA). Group
exhibition venues include the Museum of Modern Art (NYC); Family Business (NYC);
Dowd Gallery (Cortland, NY); Glazenhuis National Museum (Lommel, Belgium);
Dubuque Museum of Art (Dubuque, IA); and the Dishman Art Museum (Beaumont,
TX). He recently completed a commission for the lobby of the W Las Vegas and
splits his time between Core, WV, and Kent, OH.
For press materials or inquiries about the work please contact the gallery at 212 255
9707 or Bart@LMAKgallery.com.
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